x	ILLUSTRATIONS
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41	special bends and pipes of rotor whitewater circulation system, to cause the water to spin through
the pipes spirally, and thus keep the discharge opening clear	144
 42	the erkensator, see IV, showing lid opejjed for cleaning, and revealing the inner cylinders	14?
 43	diagram of the erkensator, slze iv, showing the path of the stuff as it passes through	148
 44	vertical elevation and plan of the purifuge centrifugal stock cleaning machine	149
 45	bird centrmner	150
 46	THE VORTRAP, SHOWING THE COMPLETE ARRANGEMENT AND PATH TAKEN BY THE STUFF	151
 47	diagrammatic arrangement of a two-unit dtrtec installation	152
 48	the teith walk* full-drum inward-flow- revolving strainer	156
 49	latest type bird screen	157
 50	the watford auxiliary 'tremor' strainer	159
 51	Vorra sliceless flow Box	164
 52	latest adjustable type voith sliceless flow Box	165
53-54 photographs at the same magnification of plain weave and superfine weave 72 mesh	168
55-56 photographs of hand-sewn seams                                                                 •	170
57-58 welded and soldered joints	171
59-60 photographs of the under sides of hand-sewn seam and twlll wire, both of which have been
allowed to groove	.             172
 61	wire part of a fourdrlnier machine	To face page   176
 62	automatic wire guide	177
 63	automatic wire guide	177
 64	latest type shake motion, with variable speed motor for speed alteration	180
 65	suction Box plan and section	183
 66	new type 'vulture* vacuum Box tops, with 'end on* grain for long wear	184
 67	various types of sections of suction Box tops                         *	185
 68	the 'aqualr* vacuum pump for suction boxes and couch rolls	.              186
 69	suction couch roll working on a machine making fine tissues at high speed	191
 70	millspaugh suction roll, showing springs for holding Box up to shell and adjusting screws	192
 71	the press part of a modern machine: plain press rolls	193
 72	well-arranged presses on a machine for making fine tissues	194
 73	rubber-covered suction press rolls	195
 74	dual press arrangement, showing one suction roll and Two plain rolls arranged together	196
 75	sketch showing usual arrangement of presses (above) and dual press (below)	197
 76	vickery felt conditioner with Two shoes	198
 77	felt conditioner designed for mould and board machines	199
 78	the evans rota belt, with three suction boxes, fitted beneath a wet felt             .	200
 79	the evans rota belt fitted under a wet felt. the fluted and perforated revolving rubber belt
is clearly shown, also the vacuum gauges to the suction boxes	201
 80	arrangement of drying cylinders on a machine making fine papers	203
 81	diagram of steam in the drying cylinder, and compensate collecting trough	204
 82	patent steam inlet and water outlet nozzle for cylinder and calenders          •	205
 83	the V.J.B. steam circulation plant, showing the complete system as applied to drying cylinders	207
 84	the holmes and kingcome steaming system                „                .	209
 85	the 'happer* patent dry felt drying cylinder	213
 86	vkkery flexible doctor applied to a press roll	214
 87	vickery patent flexible doctor applied to a breast roll	215
 88	habland drive on 2oo-lNCH board machine	219
 89	the harland intersection speed regulator unit	220
 90	harland driving unit	221
 91	variable speed electric' reel-up, enabling hard or soft rolls to be made	222
 92	wove roll	227

